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TURN SIGNALS, Were not required on 48-52 trucks so few had them.  No 
front turn signals were used.  To add turn signals here are a few options.  
ADD ON switches are copies of popular after-market switches used in those 
years and come with or without hazard fl asher feature. We make wiring kits 
to add turn signals to front park lights.  Original park lights had a one wire 
socket, but new replacement 51-2 have dual indexed sockets for turn signal 
bulbs.  New 48-50 lights do not, so will need new sockets.

ADD ON TURN SIGNAL UNITS Clamp to steering column.

LIGHTED CHROME, green lighted handle ..... 2916-A  .................. 2916-A  $25.00 ea 

HEAVY DUTY, WITH HAZARD ...................... 2915-HD  ...............  $29.50 ea 
   Red knob push-pull for HAZARD, All 4 lights blink.

TURN SWITCH INSTALL wire ends ................ 82916  ...................... $2.25 kit 

SWITCH WIRING RETAINER, Chrome ......... 2919-CH  ...............  $12.90 ea 
SWITCH WIRING RETAINER, Black, use 2..... 2919-BL . ................  $4.85 ea 

FLASHER UNIT
12 volt Flasher ...............................................12 volt Flasher  2920  ........................  $8.00 ea 
Flasher for LED bulbs .................................... 2921  ........................  $9.50 ea 
Flasher for LED bulbs and Hazards, 3 prong  2921-3  ...................  $15.00 ea 
6 volt Flasher .................................................6 volt Flasher  6V-2920  ...................  $9.50 ea 

FLASHER CLIP, mount behind dash or on fi rewall, comes with screw, holds    
      all above fl ashers......................................... 2922-CLP  ................  $4.85 ea 

Turn signal dash bulbs, sockets & jewels see page 34

LIGHT SOCKET & PIGTAIL, INDEXED SOCKET for double fi lament 
bulbs, use in all original bases and reproduction 48-50 bases.
 INDEXED SOCKET, 22" wires ....................  2213  .......................  $4.95 ea 

  SAME BUT COVERED WIRES ................. 2213-MD  ................  $14.95 ea 
  Double connector .......................................  Double connector  82215  ......................  $1.20 ea 
DOUBLE FILAMENT BULB, Compact .............  2260-SM  .................  $2.25 ea 
DOUBLE FILAMENT BULB, 12V .....................  2260  ........................  $1.00 ea 
DOUBLE FILAMENT AMBER 12V ................  2261-AMB  ..............  $2.00 ea 
6V DOUBLE FILAMENT 6 VOLT ...................  6V-2269  ..................  $1.50 ea 

BULB REMOVAL TOOL,  when you need this you need it, lot easier when 
bulbs have been around for a while, and now that we have a lot of "cheap" 
bulbs & sockets circulating ...............................  82270-T  ................  $18.00 ea 

Turn signal dash bulbs, sockets & jewels see page 34

TURN SIGNAL WIRING CONVERSIONS. Wire harness goes from turn 
signal switch ends, along fender to Driver Headlight and Park Light pigtail, 
then across grille to Passenger Headlight and Park light pigtail.  Must use 
Indexed socket pigtails in park lights, our 2213  (if not in your park lights)

FRONT HEADLIGHT AND TURN SIGNAL HARNESS
 48-50 HEADLIGHT & TURN SIGNAL ......... 3207-4850  .............  $33.50 ea 
 51-52 HEADLIGHT & TURN SIGNAL ......... 3207-5152  .............  $33.50 ea 

REAR BRAKE-TAIL AND TURN SIGNAL WIRING HARNESS, from turn 
signal switch to both rear brake light pigtails.

BRAKE-TAIL & TURN harness, ..................... 3208  ......................  $40.00 ea 
BRAKE-TAIL & TURN for Long Bed .............. 3208-LB  .................  $45.00 ea 

ROUND  TAIL LIGHTS, SHIELD LIGHTS AND PEDESTAL LIGHTS, 
SEE FOLLOWING PAGES

We also off er HEADLIGHTS with TURN SIGNAL LED LIGHTS, see page 47
Very neat on 48-50 with grille that eliminates park lights.
 HEADLIGHT BULB WITH AMBER SIGNAL ......... HEADLIGHT BULB WITH AMBER SIGNAL  2268-TS  .........  $34.50 ea 
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